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Honorary Colonel
Major General C Orme, DSC, AM, CSC

Major General
Craig Orme
entered the Royal
Military College
Duntroon in 1978.

* î t"*81 > ' r<i He has extensive
-"' ' operational,

overseas, and
command
experience

including tours in Malaysia, Iran, Germany, United Kingdom,
Kuwait, USA; and as Commander of Australian forces in
Afghanistan, the Gulf and Iraq. He is an Armoured Corps
officer with a background in tanks and cavalry as well as
significant experience in senior Army and Defence
Personnel appointments. He retired from the Army in
January 2015 and in February 2015 became the Deputy
President of the Repatriation Commission in the
Department of Veterans Affairs.

On graduation from the Royal Military College in 1981
Major General Orme joined the Royal Australian Armoured
Corps and served in B Squadron 1st Armoured Regiment for
three years. This period included detachments to the 3rd
Battalion, the Royal Australian Regiment as a Rifle Platoon
Commander in Malaysia, and also to the United Kingdom
with 16/5 Queen's Royal Lancers as a Guided Weapons
Troop Leader. He then served in the 2nd Cavalry Regiment
for four years in various appointments including Adjutant
and Regimental Operations Officer. Major General Orme
then had the opportunity to round out his experience as a
junior officer with a deployment as part of the United
Nations Iran/Iraq Military Observer Group in Iran, and a
subsequent appointment as Aide de Camp to the Chief of
the General Staff.

On promotion to Major he was appointed Officer
Commanding Long Tan Company at the Royal Military
College, Duntroon. His subsequent attendance at the
Australian Command and Staff College in 1992 was followed
by an exchange posting with the British Army. During this
posting he served as a Tank Squadron Commander in the
4th Royal Tank Regiment in Osnabruck, Germany; and then
as a Tank Squadron Commander in the 1st Royal Tank
Regiment in Tidworth, UK. While with the British Army he
had the rare opportunity to take his British Exchange tank
squadron on exchange to the US Army at Fort Stewart in
Georgia, where his squadron converted from the UK
Chieftan tank to the Ml Abrams tank. On return to Australia
he was the Second in Command of the School of Armour. In
mid-1995 Major General Orme was promoted to Lieutenant
Colonel and became the Senior Career Adviser at the
Directorate of Officer Career Management.

Major General Orme commanded the 1st Armoured
Regiment (Tank) in Darwin from December 1996 to
December 1998, for which he was awarded the

Conspicuous Service Cross. On completion of command he
deployed as the Australian Liaison Officer to the Coalition Joint
Task Force in Kuwait, after which he served as the Australian
exchange instructor at the US Command and General Staff
College at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. In 2001 Major General
Orme was promoted to Colonel, to the appointment of Director
of Senior Officer Management in the Defence Personnel
Executive. This appointment was interrupted when he was
seconded to serve as the Australian Senior National
Representative in the US Central Command Headquarters as
part of Operation ENDURING FREEDOM.

Major General Orme attended the Australian Centre for
Defence and Strategic Studies in 2003 and subsequently
oversaw Army's contribution to the Senate Inquiry into the
Military Justice System before being promoted to Brigadier and
taking up the appointment of Director General Personnel-Army
in 2004. He assumed command of 1st Brigade in December
2005. In January 2008 he was appointed to lead a White Paper
Companion Review dealing with Workforce issues. He was
promoted to Major General in October 2008 and appointed as
Head of People Capability. He was appointed as a Member of
the Order of Australia in January 2009 for his service as Director
General Personnel Army and as Commander of 1st Brigade.

In 2011 Major General Orme was tasked to conduct a review of
personal conduct in the Australian Defence Force in the
aftermath of the ADFA "Skype Affair." His report, "Beyond
Compliance" provided a policy response for change in the ADF
based on the Profession of Arms and an "Operations focused"
culture. On completion of the review he was appointed as the
Commander of the Australian Defence College.

In September 2013 Major General Orme took command of Joint
Task Force 633, responsible for all Australian forces in
Operation Slipper, encompassing Afghanistan and the Gulf. He
commanded the Joint Task Force for 15 months which included
overseeing the Australian withdrawal from Uruzgun Province,
key counter piracy and counter narcotics operations with the
Combined Maritime Force, as well the management of initial
operations in Iraq against the Islamic State. For this service he
was awarded a Distinguished Service Cross.

After his return to Australia in December 2014 Major General
Orme retired from full time service in January 2015. In
February 2015 Major General Orme took up the appointment of
Deputy President of the Repatriation Commission, a statutory
appointment for five years.

Major General Orme met this wife Theresa in his first year as a
cadet at Duntroon and they have been married for over 34
years. They have two children; Alexandra aged 25 and Harry
aged 23. He has a Bachelor of Arts (Military) from the University
of New South Wales, a Graduate Diploma in Defence Studies
from Deakin University, a Masters in Defence Studies from the
University of New South Wales, and a Master of Arts in
Strategic Studies from Deakin University.
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Commanding Officer
Lieutenant Colonel C Gardiner

Writing this Tracks article
provides an opportunity to
reflect, and now - like many
years past - the difficulty is
deciding what not to include.
The training year commenced
in January, with the required
preparations complete and
Regiment ready to deploy to
the field in February. This
tempo did not slow and
arguably will continue through
2017.

Upfront, you can all be proud of the achievements of 1st
Armoured Regiment in 2016.

The Regiment concluded a series of demanding exercises in
late 2015. These were conducted at Cultana Field Training
Area (CFTA) and assessed the Regiment's Combat Teams
during demanding dry and live fire activities. The vehicles
remained in Edinburgh over the Christmas break with crews
travelling in February to re-commence the training
continuum as part of the Readying Brigade.

A month after returning from Christmas leave, the
Regiment had formed as Battle Group Lion and was being
assessed at Battle Group dry and live fire level in CUTA. It
comprised of BGHQ, CRV Sqn, Tank Sqn, two Mech Inf
Coy's, Mech Eng Sqn, Joint fires team, A2 CSS, and a CSST.
The energy and professionalism that the soldiers of the BG
displayed is a credit to junior leadership and bodes well for
the future of the Regiment and the Brigade.

The Readying cycle continued in Darwin and CFTA with a
series of command post exercises and ultimately Ex Hamel.
The Brigade completed preparations and demonstrated its
ability to command and control joint assets within a Division
construct. BG Lion remained the Heavy Battle Group for the
Brigade and was used for decisive action. C Sqn, 1 Armd
Regt ably proved the value of mounted medium
reconnaissance and the need for persistent presence of ISR
on the battle field. B Sqn, 1 Armd Regt cemented the
argument for massed heavy armour and the requirement
for knowledge and experience in planning the employment
of heavy armour. This was evidenced by exceptional fore /
against ratios (1 tank mobility kill in the Sqn as a result of
threat actions) and no decrease in tank availability during
the three months in the field. A Sqn, 1 Armd Regt
highlighted the versatility that lift provides. The ability to
reorientate a BG of 780 personnel and conduct a quick
attack on the completion of a deliberate SBF task
demonstrated the flexibility that would be difficult to
achieve without protected ground mobility, training and
experience. Additionally, slightly undermanned Coy's
provided the freedom to raise 'Tango 7' and provide close
reconnaissance to the BG. While not an asset on unit
establishment, the freedom that close reconnaissance
provided to the BG was immense and confirmed the cavalry
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skill set that A Sqn maintained.

At the conclusion of Hamel the Brigade transitioned from
Readying to Ready; 1 Armd Regt assumed the mounting
headquarters for Task Group Taji 4, increased planning efforts
for the relocation of the Regiment to Edinburgh, and
maintained the ACR as a BG within the Ready Brigade. Noting
the historical significance that Task Group Taji represents for
the Regiment, I will provide a consolidated article in Tracks
2017.

I'd like to thank and congratulate MAJs Al Charry and Adam
Reimers for their commitment, dedication and enthusiasm as
OCs A and C Sqn. Both will study at the Australian Command
and Staff College in 2017. I'd also like to welcome MAJs Jae
Holman and Jake Penley who will replace them -
congratulations on your selection.

I'd like to thank the families of the Regt; your continued support
enables us to do what we do. Thank you to our Honorary
Colonel, MAJGEN Craig Orme, DSC, AM, CSC while
acknowledging his commitments as Deputy President within the
Department of Veterans Affairs, without fail dedicates his time
and counsel for the benefit of the Regt. I would also like to
thank our association for their support to the men and women
of 1 Armd Regt. For those that have served in this fine
Regiment, it will always be a home to you.

2017 is shaping to be equally as busy, and as always we are
Paratus.
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Regimental Sergeant Major
W01J Robinson

1st Armoured Regiment is to
locate, dislocate, disrupt and
destroy the enemy through
the conduct of mounted
offensive, defensive,
reconnaissance and security
operations in coordination
with other arms and services.

Mission First, our people
always drove the way we in
the Regiment met the
challenges of 2016.

2016 was an opportunity for
1st Armoured Regiment to train, practise and evaluate our
ability to conduct our mission; the cavalry squadron in
locating and dislocating, our three mechanised combat
teams to disrupt and destroy, and support and
headquarters squadron to keep it moving. A long time away
from home...but the workplace for an Armoured Cavalry
Regiment is in the field doing our work as a combined arms
organisation.

Three weeks after marching in or back to the Regiment,
most of our personnel were on the way to Cultana to
embark on Exercise PREDATORS GALLOP. Battlegroup Lion,
soon thereafter, formed with the welcome assets from 5
and 7 RAR, 102 Battery, 1 CER and other units from 1, 6 and
17 Brigades. Truly a textbook Battlegroup.

The effective integration of all of our people ensured
habitual relationships would hold us in good stead for, not
only the road to HAMEL, but the subsequent deployment to
Iraq. PREDATORS GALLOP enabled the Regiment to cement
the battle drills that we would be assessed on later at
HAMEL. It was pleasing to see that our battlefield clearance
drills as a Battlegroup within a brigade environment were
consistently reinforced and practised. Everyone in the
Battlegroup received valuable experience in the challenges
associated with back loading wounded, vehicles and
detainees from the assault through the Al, A2, to B
echelon. The culmination was a live fire Battlegroup attack
which certainly set the successful preconditions for HAMEL
and cemented our culture of a 'bias for action' in all phases
of operations.

On return from PREDATORS GALLOP, the Regiment quickly
remediated the 'improves' identified on the Brigade
Exercise. The inevitable servicing teams remained behind to
provide an essential mechanism in keeping our vehicle fleet
operational with some enviable fleet availability statistics.

Exercise HAMEL provided an excellent opportunity for
Battlegroup Lion to practise, and more importantly
improve, our warfighting essential tasks. Most of our key
enablers remained with the Battlegroup demonstrating that
habitual relationships, reinforced with tough training, is a
combined arms necessity.

As your Regimental Sergeant Major I am extremely proud of all
your efforts in 2016. A tough year, but a good one for 1st
Armoured Regiment. For many in the Regiment, it was 6
months away from home even before many of you deployed to
Iraq. 2017 will see the Regiment facing more challenges;
deployment to the Middle East, relocation to Adelaide, and our
FORGEN requirements. The Regiment will continue to be ready.

Behind the scenes there was a combat multiplier that seldom
gets an award or trophy yet selflessly supports our mission and
our people, and that is our families. To the husbands, wives,
partners, sons and daughters of 1st Armoured Regiment...
thank you for your sacrifices in 2016.

Paratus
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A Squadron
Captain B Mulder

Officer Commanding: Major A Charry
Second in Command: Captain G Flannery
Squadron Sergeant Major: W02 S McElhinney

Some significant milestones have been achieved by the
soldiers of A squadron in 2016. This was the first year with the
Squadron operating under the A Squadron name, the
transition into the ready stage of the FORGEN cycle and the
deployment of many personnel from the Squadron. The
soldiers of A Squadron have faced their many challenges head
on, with professionalism and have been more then up to the
task.

Ul in action at Cultana
The first hit out for the Squadron was Exercise Predator's
Gallop at Cultana training area in February. With one new
Troop Leader and two new Troop Sergeants, the Squadron
began the exercise with the normal enthusiasm and humour
in the face of the challenging environmental conditions of
Cultana. Predator's Gallop saw the Troops conduct section,
troop, combat team and eventually battle group live fire tasks
to an excellent standard. The soldiers of the Squadron
integrated well with our infantry brethren from 5 RAR and 7
RAR as well as support to 8/12 Regiment and 1 CER. By the
end of the 6 weeks at Cultana, the troops had proved they
really were Army's experts in close combat lift, and had
achieved the standard needed to move in Exercise Predator's
Strike and Hamel later in the year. One notable MIA officer
was Captain George Flannery who deployed to Iraq with 7
RAR as part of Task Group Taji III.

Once returned to Adelaide the Squadron began the task of
preparing for the first Exercise Hamel to be conducted at
Cultana. The deployment mid-year for Exercise Predator's
Strike and Hamel gave the chance for the soldiers of A
Squadron to show their resilience in the face of a difficult
environment and OPFOR. OC A Squadron was unfortunately
injured for the exercise and CAPT James Mckew stepped up as
U19. South Australia turned on its wet season for the Brigade
and most soldiers discovered the most ingenious ways to stay

dry and keep the mud out of their vehicles. The infantry did
not assist with this task... The end of the exercise came as a
relief for most soldiers, after a hard 12 months of training in
readying, the Brigade was certified as ready and the next
challenge was commencing operations.

The return from Hamel didn't allow for a slower pace for
numerous soldiers and NCOs of the Squadron as they
commenced courses immediately to prepare them to deploy
with Task Group Taji IV. With a large majority of the
Squadron's leadership preparing to deploy to Iraq, the junior
soldiers and NCOs stepped up to meet the challenges of the
second half of the year. This included the digitisation of the
M113AS4 fleet as well as numerous courses, adventure
training and Exercise Rhino Resilience. By November the
troops of A Squadron were more than ready for some well-
earned holidays after a grueling 12 months of training to
become Army's online close combat lift squadron.

The Honorary Colonel reviews A Sqn on parade

The end of 2016 sees numerous changes for A Squadron with
many of its NCOs and soldiers deployed with TAJI IV, a new
hierarchy for 2017 and the maintenance of the ready APC
Squadron. 2016 saw the departure of MAJ Alvaro Charry,
WO2 Sean McElhinney, CAPT James Mckew and CAPT Mark
Montague. They are all wished success in their future and will
hopefully be seen again in 1st Armoured Regiment. To the
soldiers and NCOs deployed with TAJI IV, stay safe and we will
see you in 2017. Finally, to all the soldiers of A Squadron,
thank you for your hard work and professionalism in 2016,
enjoy your holidays and I look forward to working with you in
the New Year.
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A Squadron

U10
Captain M Montague

2016 has proven to be another successful year for the
members of U10. The year started with the soldiers settling
into foundation training for their roles in the APC Squadron.
Leading up to the first exercise the Troop further honed their
mounted manoeuvre skill in the Monash simulation facility to
prepare for Ex Predators Run in Cultana. During Ex Predators
Run all crews completed the required live fire gunnery, which
consolidated their skills as crews to prepare them for support
to multiple CTs under the leadership of SGT Collier. Ex
Predators Run was UlO's first taste of Cultana Range West as
well as the lovely little hamlet of Danglebury Downs. Post Ex
Predators Crawl the troop returned to barracks for the
completion of vehicle remediation and preparatory training
for Ex Predator's Strike and Ex Hamel 2016.

U10 at Cultana
1 Troop's next major deployment to the field was for the
support of the Alpha Company 7RAR combat team under
command of CAPT Tait Pilditch during Ex Predator's Strike and
Hamel. 1 Troop supported A Coy 7RAR very well Ex Predator's
Strike that involved company attacks by day and by night with
in a Brigade context. The main action of the Exercise was the
BG Lion attack on a small (fictitious) hamlet called Danglebury
Downs, from which; Kl, U10, and T2 cleared an enemy
company from their trenches. Kl and U10 were then given
the great job of occupying the hamlet for four days. U10
displayed excellent flexibility and enthusiasm in supporting Kl
the local population during the four day 'occupation'. The
'Battle of Danglebury Downs' and the subsequent occupation
are a fond memory that U10 will hold.

For Ex Hamel, U10 once again supported Kl but with the
addition of a USMC platoon under the command of 1LT
Ronnie Linehardt. SGT Collier worked some magic to get an
extra three vehicles and crews in 1 Troop to allow the extra
manning to be lifted. After the 'false-start' caused by the
Federal Election, U10 finally got to launch onto the battle field
and relentlessly defeat the enemy through the repeated
occupation of hides. Although LOCSTATS changed once a
week, in the times where Kl were required, U10 got them
there on time and aggressively into the fight. On the last day
of Hamel, U10 saw its next major action the 'Battle of Mount
Doom'. Stop dropping up what appeared to be a vertical slope
in the middle of the night and literally fighting through fire
the enemy were overcome.

1 Troop

CFN Clarke in his ARVL, U18B, got to undertake one of the
biggest recoveries of his career as the HMMEE given to Kl
had fouled itself in a deep re-entrant. CFN Clarke also had the
pleasure of a late night recovering the CHQ PMVs, HMMEE
and occaisionally SGT Collier on the long slow night march to
our final screen location.
By the end of Ex Hamel, 1 Troop had demonstrated a
consistently high standard of training and proficiency, which
built on the strong foundations of Ex Predators Crawl to set
the Troop up for success. In barracks the preparations and
refit for Digitalisation of the M113AS4 fleet began in earnest.

Capt Montague on parade
1 Troop finished the year in Adelaide with preparations for
Cambrai Parade and the associated celebrations. The Parade
was very good and saw a number of 1 Troop personnel
receive individual, crew and group awards. CPL Meaker and
LCPL Scarpelli kept the 'Best Section Trophy' in the troop and
CPL Meaker also won the 'Best NCO of the Regiment' award.
2016 was a very busy year for 1 Troop that demonstrated the
very high level of consistent proficiency that the solid
foundation of training, knowledge and experience built in
2015 allowed.
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U20
Lieutenant B Mulder

The soldiers of 2 Troop, A Squadron had an excellent year in
2016. They showed a seemingly endless supply of flexibility,
professionalism and humour (and the occasional whinge from
old man Gaut-tye). The Troop started the year with a new
Troop Leader and Sergeant being, LT Mulder and SGT Bruhn.
The argument for who was mum and who was dad raged
however it was finally settled, with SGT Bruhn adopting the
title of mum. The three section commanders CPL Gaut-tye
(U21), CPL Price (U22) and CPL Donnelly (U23) were all willing
and able to start the year strong, except CPL Price who was
willing but unable due to having no qualification to operate
the M113AS4. He settled for driving SGT Brooks around
Cultana.

The 'formal' field photo

The first exercise of the year was Exercise Predator's Gallop at
Cultana which started in the most exciting way possible,
sitting at Camp 700 for three days unable to move due to
heat. The soldiers were ecstatic. When the Troop finally hit
the training area proper, the sections were put through their
paces in an ATL-3 style activity. The highlight of this was CPL
Donnelly deciding that he didn't want to command so
sabotaged his own radios and forced his 2IC, LCPL Butler to
take over. The Troop proceeded to excel during Combat Team
and Battle group dry and live fire attacks. LCPL Marshall
maintained his form as the most (in-exercise) killed man in 2
Troop. He leaves behind his widow, LCPL Woodcock and a
hatred for Cultana training area.

2 Troop at Cultana

After the adventures of Predator's Gallop, 2 Troop had a
couple of months in barracks to refit, qualify CPL Price and do
a bit of go karting. The troop behavior at the go karts was
exemplary, except for the Troop Leader who was warned
multiple times by the staff about his dangerous driving. With
a bit of time home under their belts it was time for 2 Troop to
head back to Cultana for Exorcise Mud of the Sommo Exercise
Predator's Strike and Hamel. Mud, rain, Antarctic cold and
debilitating sickness; these were perfect conditions for the
soldiers of 2 Troop. The Troop performed admirably
throughout the two exercises. So admirably that with the
enemy was too afraid to contact them until the third last day
of Hamel. This did result in LCPL Marshall being the first
casualty again...

Sunset at Cultana

The completion of Hamel 2016 saw the end of the training
year for the majority of 2 Troop as the Squadron restructured
to support the impending TAJI IV deployment. It was a good
training year for the Troop as well an excellent way to set
those lucky few soldiers who will be deploying with Task
Group TAJI IV. Thanks to all the soldiers and JNCOs of 2 Troop
for an excellent year, and good luck to those deploying to
Iraq.
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B Squadron

B Squadron
Major B. Hickey

Officer Commanding: Major B Hickey
Second in Command: Captain J Gluhak
Squadron Sergeant Major: WO2 C Moss

It is with a tremendous amount of pride that this article is
written from Iraq, where B Squadron is providing members
within the 1st Armoured Regiment's first deployment as the
Mounting Headquarters ever. B Squadron has completed
an extremely busy twelve months as both the Australian
Army's READY and READYING Tank Squadron. This
responsibility has ensured the men and women have
achieved a tempo of exercise and serviceability on the
M1A1 rarely seen over the last decade. Importantly, all this
has been achieved with B Squadron maintaining the culture
and sense of humour for which it is renowned.

The exercise deployment for B Squadron in 2016 has
resulted in multiple deployments to Cultana for periods in
excess of six weeks to complete Combat Team, Battle Group
and Brigade level manoeuvre. The effects of PLAN
BEERSHEBA where quickly felt by the members of B
Squadron, as we quickly became the weapon of choice as
the most reliable and lethal platform available to the
Brigade. Unfortunately, this also meant we were one of the
most prized assets for the enemy forces. In spite of the
change of climate to South Australia, additional enemy
focus and significant periods of 'wet', B Squadron
performed to an excellent standard. Highlights were the
excellent serviceability of the M1A1 achieved through the
tireless efforts of the ASM, WO2 Lemmon and his Al
echelon, and the bus trip from Darwin to Cultana in
February. The final highlight was to see all the vehicles
return to the Hanger's after an absence of nearly twelve
months.

The personnel within B Squadron continue to provide basis
from which the squadron operates. B Squadron was extremely
fortunate to have W02 Chris Moss as the SSM return from
2015, and where saddened when he encountered a life
threatening disease in 2016. Constantly in our thoughts from
Cultana, WO2 Chris Moss is currently recovering well and
should return to work shortly. WO2 Lemmon has been the
ASM for the past three years, and has developed a reputation
as both the Army's subject matter expert on M1A1
maintenance, and his sarcasm. Unfortunately, W02 Lemmon
departs for Brisbane, as his skills and sense of humour will be
sorely missed.

The 2016 training year for B Squadron has been an extremely
busy yet rewarding year, and all the members should be
justifiably proud of their efforts. To the friends and family of B
Squadron members, I extend my thanks for the support you
have provided during 2016. B Squadron would not have
achieved the results they did without your support. To the
members of B Squadron posting in 2017, thank you for your
tireless efforts. You can be proud of your efforts, and are
always welcome back in the squadron. Finally congratulations
to all members of B Squadron for being awarded Premier
Squadron in 2016.
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T20
CPL A. Dowling

2016 was another successful and busy year for SHQ Troop
with some turbulence mid-year; nonetheless the Troop
approached each challenge with an open mind and willing
attitude right down to the lowest rank. The troop started off
the year deploying early down to Cultana on Ex Pred Gallop,
with SGT Papalia as acting TP LDR and CPL Cole as acting TP
SGT/TP CPL.

Although SHQ consisted of all new members mainly from 1
Troop the first deployment was relatively painless as the
troop drew on experience from WO2 Moss, SGT Papalia and
CPL Cole for the set up and running of SHQ. Cultana is
renowned for the weather, which was extremely hot and
conditions were dusty, with constant sand storms making the
Scale A untenable. This forced the Squadron to withdraw up
onto the grass sleeping under the stars, whilst all this was
going on TPR Lodge was in fine form showing the boys how to
keep cool with his style of dress. Also 2M had never been so
popular due to the TLC of the medic towards the squadron, as
CPL Cole stated "I have never seen so many brews consumed
at the back of 2M, this was until 1 made the decision to
conduct my own triage".

T20 at Cultana training area

On the completion of Ex Predators Gallop the Squadron
moved back to RAAF Base Edinburgh for the turn around of
the vehicles for the next exercise. The Troop took advantage
of the hard surface and hanger space and carried out the epic
pad bash of 2016, this set the troop up for the rest of the
year. The Squadron then returned back to Darwin for a well
deserved rest and refit, while some members remained in
order to carry out servicing parties at RAAF Edinburgh.

After leave the troop hit the ground running once again at
Cultana on Ex Pred Strike with lessons learned from Ex Pred
Gallop, however manning reshuffles had to be conducted as
SGT Papalia was required to move across to take over TP
Leader, 1 Troop. With CPL Dowling back in the field having
successfully completed Sub 1 SGT stepping up to take control
of SHQ Troop as acting TP LDR and CPL Cole staying as TP
SGT/TP CPL and TPR Lodge stepping up as the senior Digger
helping out with maintaining discipline and drive of the Troop.

Ex Pred Strike began for SHQ supporting 3 Troop for their Tp
Leaders qualification live fire. This saw SHQ supplying the
safety vehicles and deploying sentries to the south keeping
the trace safe, clear and free from stray ARH attempting to fly
into the trace, this resulted in the 1st Aviation Regiment
receiving a call from Hard Rock. On successful completion of
the shoot the squadron picked up and pushed across the road
to range west to start Ex Pred Strike.

Once on range west the tank troops put in a leaguer having
been transported over on
trucks whilst the AS4s road
ran. On SHQ's arrival to the
position the diggers were
quickly deployed to dig
latrines and generator pits,
under CPL Cole's direction.
The first three days of Pred
Strike saw early starts and
late nights with the squadron
stepping off at 0330 on two
occasions in SQN formation
over undulating terrain in
adverse weather conditions.
At the completion of each
task 2C and 2E went on
recces to sight SQN hide
locations with 2E bashing

track, CPL Dowling with TPR Lodges assistance would then set
the hide as the troops came in. Having received a delayed
OPORD over BMS the squadron was then required to assist 5
RAR and BG Chromite in the clearance of their objectives. This
resulted in an additional two days of early starts and late
nights.

The end of Strike brought on the prelims for Hamel, kicking
off with a road move back to range east and 10 days of turn
around, where the boys got a much needed rest for 24hrs in
Adelaide before stepping off on Ex Hammel. Once back in the
box the boys of SHQ switched straight back into the tactical
scenario to support BG Lion, however one day into the
scenario there was a pause in Ex due to the election. Once the
voting was complete SHQ stepped back in to the box on range
east, before having to move back to range west. Once firm
again on range west we postured for a few days before
advancing towards Iron Knob for the subsequent clearance.

T2 with Ul on the attack

SHQ played a big part in the BCT with SGT McDonough as
acting SSM taking the lead on what is a very busy job, once
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B Squadron

Iron Knob was cleared SHQ with 2C and 2E leading the charge
moved back down south east towards OBJ Carbon. Once
successfully clearing OBJ Carbon SHQ was set in a defensive
posture ready for further tasking. The exercise finished not
long after that which then saw SHQ cleaning and return of
weapons to commence the movement back to Darwin for a
well deserved rest.

In summary the soldier's and NCOs of SHQ had a great year
and all performed to a high standard even when the tempo
was high and demanding. A big mention to the men of the
Tech section and Q Store for all there hard work and long
nights keeping the Squadron vehicles at a high standard to be
able to react to any task that was given to them. There is also
a mention to TPR Harrouk for his hard work back in barracks
keeping SHQ and the hangers to a high standard in the
absence of the squadron. From all the SNCO's and NCO's we
thank all the soldiers of SHQ for all their hard work ethic and
discipline they provided to the Troop which then made T2 an
effective and sort after asset on the battlefield.

T21
LT A Chirgwin

2016 once again began with a bang for One Troop hinting at
yet another busy year and an opportunity to building on the
strong foundation from 2015.

After what always seems like nowhere near enough time the
troop deployed once again to the dusty plains of Cultana to
beat back the Musorian/Kamarian/Orange man menace that
had decided, inexplicitly, once again that it just had to own
Port Augusta. Predator's Gallop was an important exercise for
the troop in 2016, because not only did it result in troop
qualifying to ATL 5 with four separate Combat Teams and ALT
6 as a part of the Battle Group Tiger live fire breach, but it
also saw a large hierarchy shuffle. CPL Ball, in what seems to
become a T21 tradition, stepped into the Troop Sergeant role
after only being promoted to Corporal for two months. This
coupled with LCPL Gillespie finally getting his first hook the
night we crossed the LD from Camp Blake and LCPL Scott

T21 at Cultana training area

returning to the Regiment from years in the School of Armour
Wilderness meant there were a few leadership challenges for

the Troop. This was particularly evident during the 21 day
detachment when all members had to liaise one command
level up again in an attempt to keep the vehicles running.
These issues aside; One Troop managed to pass through the
exercise with a strong performance, albeit with some
unallocated attachments (T21-88), under a variety of call signs
(T21 still has an issue letting go of his Emu One call sign), and
being blamed for some slight training area damage, (even
though the Troop was never anywhere near that fence.)
The B SQN Tech section warrants particular mention from
Predator's Gallop, it was only through their constant, at some
times outside of command relationship, support that the
troop was able to function. It was only their mammoth efforts
during what will forever be known as the '49 hour day' that
the troop was able to provide any support to Battle Group
Tiger at all, and the T21 was able to reverse again.

T21 live firing at Cultana training area

On return from Cultana One Troop continued the year on
what was at times a skeleton manning. A variety of courses
and medical issues took their strain on the troop, which was
only exacerbated when the troop leader abandoned the boys
to go off to Canungra for 6 weeks on course. However, this
turned out to be a stroke of good fortune and as SGT Papalia
moved across from T20 to fill the leadership gap. This gave
T21 its first qualified Troop Sergeant since January 2015. It
was under this new leadership that the troop deployed to
Cultana once again for the conduct of PREDATORS STRIKE and
HAMEL16.

Predator's Strike and Hamel 16 proved to be an interesting
testing ground for the troop. Ably commanded by SGT Papalia
for Predator's Strike the Troop performed to a good standard
and finished with high morale despite South Australia's best
impression of the battle of the Somme and that age old fact
that when it is raining you will be stationary in a block
position unable to get into any cover. HAMEL saw the return
of the Troop Leader and the Troop once again constituting all
four cars into the fight.

Hamel taught the Troop many valuable lessons, be they in
forward planning (the Election Day debacle); piquet (RIP the
T21 rock tower); Navigation (large isolated hills are harder to
find than one would think); or security at the halt (the lads
were determined to 'catch them all' while on patrol.) Despite
only limited employment during the course of the exercise
One Troop came through with a better understanding of our
place in the bigger picture and some very good training at the
individual level ensured the crews have ended the year on a
high.

2016 has been yet another tumultuous year for T21, however
through the fantastic efforts of the men both integral and in a
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variety of attached roles, One Troop has finished the year in a
very strong position. The Troop is well prepared for the
change of hierarchy, as well as the differing role to be found
in Nucleus Squadron in 2017.

T22
LTJ. Winsor

Two Troop hit the ground running from day one of 2016, and
didn't stop until we arrived back from Hamel. During that
time the troop fulfilled every role from brigade and battle
group reserve, enabling infantry combat teams, dog and
ponies galore, direct support to a Marine Battalion and
everything in between. The most important thing though was
that the soldiers of 2 Troop were able to prove time and time
again their ability to adapt to the task and higher commander
and get the job done. Amongst the drama of it all no matter
how strenuous or particularly boring some tasks were there
was a high level of morale that was maintained throughout.
Whether it was listening to Rob's impersonations and his
deep bowing; or one of the many times Hewlett axed himself
on a tank everyone played a role in making field one of the
more enjoyable experiences this year. 2 Troop has been full of
characters and because of this laughter has never been in
short supply.

T22 at Cultana training area

Whilst it has been particularly busy with the many training
commitments this year the high operating tempo has been
met with enthusiasm by all members of the Troop and as such
it was a satisfying achievement to see 2 Troop successfully
operate as a part of a Brigade level exercise. In order to meet
the requirements and be deemed 'ready' the guys have spent
close to 90 days in the field on exercise away from their
families. In addition to this time the Regiment has also been
supporting a number of separate servicing team tasks to
ensure all vehicles remaining in South Australia were also up
to the challenges presented on Exercises Gallop, Strike and
Hamel respectively.

Two members of 2 Troop (SGT Keegan and CPL Aniol) will be
assisting with the Regiment's commitment to Taji 4 at the end
of this year. They will greatly value add to the mentoring role

being provided. This training should have a significant impact
on the overall standard of training achieved by our Iraqi
counterparts. Such a training opportunity will set the
Squadron and Regiment up for future training successes back
at home when they return.

For the remainder of the Troop they will continue to train as a
part of the new Nucleus Squadron. This will be an opportunity
for our more junior soldiers to attend their respective career
courses and fill leadership roles for the first time.
Unfortunately this year will be my last with the Troop;
however I know that regardless of a troop leader the very
professional soldiers I have worked with this year will
continue to impress. You have all left me with very fond
memories particularly of those times spent in the field where
I was always proud of the work ethic and attitude of the
entire Troop; a sentiment echoed by the many organisations
we were attached too at one time or another.

To all of those who I was lucky enough to have as soldiers
thank you very much for making my time this year as T22 as
good as amazing as it was.

M1A1 from T2 looking dangerous at Cultana

T23
LTJ. Martin

2016 was an interesting start to T23 as the troop did not have
a TP LDR with SGT McDonough stepping up as TP LDR and CPL
Jimmy Mathews stepping up as the TP SGT. The boys hit the
ground running with the first bush trip fast approach
approaching being Exercise Predators Gallop in February to
Cultana SA. A place where there's not much difference
between the front of the map and the back.

As the date for deployment to Exercise Predators Gallop
started to draw closer rumours began to spread that T23 had
finally found a troop leader. It was confirmed that T23 would
meet their new troop leader in the field and excitement
spread throughout the troop like wild fire. The most excited
of the troop was SGT McDonough as he would be going back
to TP SGT duties and never having to do boring officer things
like admin and typing ever again.
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B Squadron

On a warm Monday afternoon on the 22 February 2016 as the
Sun over Cultana was busting at a mean 36 degrees Celsius
and the wind was blowing a dust storm over the famous hard
standing at Camp Baxter. A lone figure walked across the hard
standing trying to navigate his way through the dust and not
trying to die under the hot sun. He could be heard asking
everyone who past by "anyone know where I can find T23".
As the men of T23 stood next to their tanks and watched this
figure get closer and closer they started to talk.

TPR Barton: "Is that our new Troop Leader?"
TPR Newman: "Nah no way he's RAEME"
TPR Kyle: "Nah can't be he's a CAPT, I think this guy must be
lost, TSS is over there"
TPR Newman: "Wait, yep that's our new Troop Leader"
TPR Kyle: "This should be and interesting year",
CAPT Martin: "G'day guys I'm your new TP LDR CAPT Martin"
TPR Kyle: "Yep this is actually happening; sweet our troop has
a jack pip".

Once the greetings were done it was straight into mud
modeling, getting to know TP SOPs, then out in the field to do
troop training. As we got into the field T23 was off to a great
start with so much ammunition for the Tracks Article. During
the first few days T23B snapped its rear right sprocket in half
on the side of a steep hill and in a comms black hole. With the
troop not being able to get comms out, T23 pushed up to high
ground IOT gain comms approx 1.2km away. As I am gaining
comms with T20 I turn to the back of my tank and start to see
white smoke poring out of the back deck. I jump on the 1C:
Me: "Oi guys just a small question?"
Crew: "Yes Boss".
Me: "Dm is the any reason why that there is a massive puff of
white smoke coming out of the engine".
Crew: "Ummmmm ****".
LCPL Langkilde aka "Gator": "I think our engine extinguishes
have gone off".
Me: "Right. So we are XX".
Crew: "Yeah Boss we are XX we're going no where".

T23 rehearsing bridge crossing

Soon after receiving the best news that on his first ever trip
and only two days in the Troop Leaders tank is now XX and
going no where, I thought to myself "surely it can't get any
better than this?"
"T23 this T23A".

"T23A this is T23 send".
"T23 this T23A CASEVAC prepare to copy".
"T23A this is T23 send".

This was the moment that SGT McDonough sent his own
CASEVAC. Now two vehicles down and my TP SGT now
CASEVAC out all in the space of two hours, I thought to myself
"killing it". With the TP SGT now back at Camp Baxter on the
extreme weight loss program for a few days it once again it
was time for the boys of T23 to step up at short notice with
CPL Mathews stepping in T23A and LCPL "Gattor" Langkilde as
T23B and TPR Barton stepping up as the TLO.

im
T2 at Cultana training area

After completing the troop training it was time for ATL2 both
day and night. This was a great opportunity for the boys to
dust off the cob webs and get some flash city happening.
Notable performance for ATL2 was 23B crewed by LCPL
Langkilde, TPR Newman, TPR Kyle, and TPR Manser. This
performance was only seconded by the Boss who happened
to get his finger caught in the semi-ready rack door during the
shoot. On the bright side he did score a green whistle and
provided endless entertainment for the squadron out the
back of 2M. Like anything that happens out bush rumours
spread through the regiment that he lost his finger or lost his
hand.

It was now time to return to Camp Baxter, conduct an epic
track bash, deploy to Range West, conduct combat team and
battle group training, conduct a live fire obstacle breach, blow
wooden targets into flying splinters, get some flash city on
steel plates, return to RAAF Base Edinburgh, turn the vehicles
around in 3 days, then fly back to Darwin, and get ready for Ex
Predator's Strike and Hamel.

The lead up to Ex Predator's Strike and Hamel was a busy
period for T23. It was mud model and simulation for days.
However, T23 was boosted by the return of the Face of 1 BDE
Facebook page aka CPL Brett Swann (if you haven't seen him
then I suggest you check out the 1 BDE Facebook page ASAP)
and LCPL "what mate, I'll jab ya" Winkler. The line up for Ex
Predator Strike was CPL Mathews stepping up to 23A (with
SGT McDonough moving to SHQ), CPL Swann as 23B and LCPL
Winkler as the TLO. Sorry I forget to mention the return of the
infamous "The Wombat" TPR Smith and TPR Philips aka the
Iron Chef of destroying spam. Plus we had a new driver to the
23 TPR Charles aka Gonzo. With this combo it was sure to be
an exciting bush trip and by god it was. Hours of laughter
supplied by The Wombat cobbing off to Winks and Winks
jabbing The Wombat or The Wombat trying to hug Winks on
'hug a friend Friday" and Winks jabbing the Wombat.

It was on this bush trip that T23 conducting the infamous
black ops raid onto T21. During the break between Ex
Predator Strike and Hamel T21 had spent all their valued time
building a large rock tower which soon became their little
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pride and joy. Not for long. Under the cover of darkness and
close to mid-night a special select team of high trained
operators from T23 (LCPL Winkler, TPR Kyle, TPR Barton)
secretly inserted undetected into T21 hide. With their
objective in site and the TP LDR of T21 on piquet, probably
watching the last episode of game of thrones in the turret,
the boys pushed over the rock tower bringing it to ground in a
loud crash. As the men of T23 had conducting some excellent
mission planning and enemy analysis, their exfil route took
them past T22's hide then back to T23. T21 played the enemy
COA to a tee and immediately blamed T22 for the incident.
This continued to play out over the next few days as both T22
and TO were blamed for the incident while the mighty T23
boys sat back and watched with absolute joy as the
accusations and counter-accusations were thrown around the
position.

T2 at Cultana training area

Other notable mentions from Ex Strike/Hamel included; firstly
stepping off from Camp Baxter and TPR Hamilton (Driver)
having comms issues. TPR Hamilton (yelling through the
turret)- "My comms aren't working, I can hear you guys but
cant talk." Winks - "Have you tried resetting the FFCS and
check your lead". TPR Hamilton - "Yeah I've tried everything".
LCPL Winkler jumps down to the driver's hole. TPR Hamilton -
"Yep 1 can talk now all good". LCPL Winkler - "Fixed it, he had
it on push to talk not voice". Secondly, conducting a SQN
advance to contact at 3 am in the morning and my gunner
LCPL Langkilde saying that the LRF isn't working. Boss - "Killer
the LFR isn't working". Killer - "Yeah I know Boss I've tried
everything and cant get it to work". 15 mins later. Boss -
"Killer the LRF is working". Killer - "Yeah Boss I fixed it". Boss
- "What was wrong?" Killer - "The Dog box was closed". Boss
-"Classic".

With the End of Exercise Strike and Hamel and the return
back to Darwin, this signalled the end to T23 for CAPT Martin,
as all the troop leaders handed over their troops to the new
ROBC graduates. This has been an amazing experience and I
have had the privilege to work with some amazing blokes.
When I first arrived on the dusty hard standing of Cultana
back in February I was so glad that I had been given command
of T23 and not the other troops.

I loved the different characters and personalities of T23 and
how they were different they were to the other troops. By the
end of August I still had that feeling. This posting cycle will see
CAPT Martin move to RHQ, SGT McDonough move to 1 BDE
HQ, LCPL Langkilde to A Sqn, TPR Barton and TPR Hamilton to
the SOARMD. To those posting thank you very much for your
efforts and I wish you all the best in your new postings.
Thanks boys for an amazing experience. It's been loose.

T25
SGT D. Rogers

It has been another busy year at B Squadron with numerous
exercises being conducted in Cultana which is a challenge
within itself when our posted locality is Darwin. I step in as
the new SQ with my deputy CPL Mercer and depart on the
advance party in February to prep our car ready to provide
faultless close supply support to the Squadron in the field
environment.

Arriving at RAAF Edinburgh we were lucky enough to find our
vehicle in one piece and most of our stores had not been
pillaged. Due unforeseen circumstances T25 was unable to
crew its ALV this year, so the battle Unimog "Backbone" was
once again the trusty T25 steed. Over coming adversity and
battle prepping are traits of 25 and this was no exception with
no fitted communications or tracks the close supply support
continued with no major hiccups. With CPL Charles "chucky"
Mercer at the helm 25 was smooth as silk over the cross
country driving phases and taken to places no Unimog has
ever been before, however the night driving is a story for
another time (who needs NVG that work anyway).

After a grueling exercise period T25 road self deployed back
to sunny Darwin. The mission is to now bring the Squadron
back to where it needs to be and ready to deploy again next
year. Numerous L and D's have been processed and vehicle
CES ordered. The Squadron may even deploy with more than
one working rattle gun next year.

I have enjoyed my time as the SQMS of the premier Squadron
and I wish you all the very best for next year.
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C Squadron

Officer Commanding

Major A Reimers

Officer Commanding: Major A Reimers
Second in Command: Captain Thomas Patterson
Squadron Sergeant Major: W02 Bernie Maus

2016 saw the men and women of C SQN hit the ground
running as we returned to our second home at Cultana
Training Area for Ex PREDATOR'S GALLOP. Our exercise
started before it began with the 36 hour coach ride to get
from Darwin to the training area. On arrival crews and
maintainers set about readying the vehicle fleet for action
following their lay-up at RAAF Base Edinburgh over the
Christmas period. The rate of effort shown by our crews
and maintainers to get the vehicles fit to fight in accordance
with the timings imposed on us was outstanding. The
exercise itself saw the first of many 'river crossings' over the
Eyre Highway to allow our transit to and from the Cultana
Expansion Area. Overall PREDATOR'S GALLOP was a good
opportunity for the Squadron, Regiment and Brigade to firm
up their respective visions of how V3 would be employed to
provide formation reconnaissance effects in support of
Brigade manoeuvre during HAMEL 16.

On return from Cultana the Squadron shifted focus to
conducting HE range week and Kangaroo Flats Training Area
and the hosting the Coral Dinner. HE week saw V3 maintain
currency in the use of HE weapons, while qualifying our
JNCOs as CAT B range safety staff. The normalisation of
qualifying every member of the Squadron in all dismounted
weapon systems that we operate shows the war fighting
focus within the Squadron. It is hoped that in time the level
of proficiency in employing these weapons systems will
continue developing to a level were the Squadron is capable
of employing these weapons in a field firing environment in
conjunction with our AFVs.

Don't lift with your back, lift with your Troopers

As the dust settled following HE Week we hosted the men
and women of 102 (Coral) Battery in the hangar for the
Coral Dinner. The dinner was held to coincide with the 48
anniversary of the Battles that took place at Fire Support
Bases Coral and Balmoral in South Viet Nam between 12
May and 6 Jun 1968. This action is important to both sub-
units as 102 Battery was awarded the honour title CORAL
for their actions at FSB Coral during the first nights of the

action and C Squadron, 1st Armoured Regiment won the battle
honour CORAL BALMORAL for their participation in the action.
As proud custodians of this history, the night was made even
more significant in that 102 (Coral) Battery was the Regiment's
supporting battery throughout the road to HAMEL. The dinner
was a roaring success and it is hoped that a new tradition
between both sub-units has been started.

Before we knew it we were on the way back to Cultana for
Exercise PREDATOR'S GALLOP and HAMEL. Fortunately this time
we flew between Darwin and the training area. The most
prominent memories of this exercise period were the endless
succession of night moves, in almost freezing conditions while
using night vision goggles and the quagmire that formed in the
assembly area between exercises due to unseasonably high
rainfall. The discipline and professionalism displayed buy the
Squadron throughout the exercise period was commendable.

C Squadron at Cultana

The end of the year for the Squadron was marked with an
informal dinner and awards night. This event was also provided
an opportunity to farewell members of the Squadron who were
to deploy as part of Task Group Taji 4. Congratulations to the
following members who received awards:

-Cavalryman of the year - CPL Daniel Bozza. (Also received the
Regimental award for NCO of the year)

-Soldier of the year voted by their peers - TPR Matthew
Johnson.

-Driver of the year - TPR Shane Cherry. (Also received the
Regimental award for Driver of the year).

-Gunner of the year -TPR Luke Ogden.

-Crew commander of the year-SGT Tom Strudwick. (Also
received the Regimental award for Crew Commander of the
year)

-Non-RAAC soldier of the year - CPL Tasmin Fitzallen

Best troop in the squadron for 2016 was awarded to V31 who
performed to a consistently high standard throughout the year.
The information they collected was an important enabler to the
Brigade throughout HAMEL. The discipline they displayed
whilst conducting a static task for an extended period of time
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was excellent, reflecting the high standard of leadership and
professionalism of all members of the troop. In time they
will realise that it was a rare opportunity to execute a
surveillance task for such a long period of time.

Other notable achievements of the Squadron during 2016
include habitualising combined arms relationships with our
Joint Fire Team from 102 (Coral) Batter and the Brigade
engineer recon section from the 1st Combat Engineer
Regiment. Without these relationships the Squadron would
not have been able to achieve many of the tasks assigned to
it. 2016 also saw a significant improvement in ASLAV
serviceability which was the result of a focused team effort
driven by the ASM, WO2 Wade Greenstreet, and supported
by the Squadron as a whole.

'Both mounted and dismounted'

2016 was a busy and challenging year for the Squadron as it
was for the Regiment and Brigade. Along with the
comradery we enjoy, busy and challenging days are what
make service so enjoyable. We should all look back at what
we achieved during 2016 with pride.

V31
Lieutenant J Seidel

The men of 31 began the year where they had left off in
2015, as the reigning premier troop. The lads survived the
antics of a thrusting new Troop Leader, a Troop Sergeant
with a passion for helmet straps and the existence of Rhys
Conroy-Bagby, to successfully deploy on Pred Gallop, Pred
Strike and Ex Hamel 16.

Despite XXing 31 in a creek on Gallop, Crowley facilitating
the simultaneous death of 39, 31 and 36 on Strike, John
rolling Sarge's car whilst he was on course and tactically
camping on the escarpment for the entire duration of

Hamel, 31 had a successful year.

In the light of 33's unblemished record of being destroyed in
detail on every EX and having infiltrated and destroyed 32, the
Premier Troop retained its title once more in 2016.

Congratulations to TPR Ogden on winning Gunner of the year
and SGT Strudwick on being named the best Crew Commander
in the Squadron and the Regiment. Finally, we wish all the best
to the families and members of 31 deployed on TG Taji IV.

Life is a flower, piquet.

LTJ Seidel
SGT Strudwick
CPL Reid
CPL Cripps
LCPL Keiley TPR Wood
TPR Conroy-Bagby
TPRJacobsen
TPR Good
TPR Woods
TPR Butler
TPR Ogden
TPR Kennard
TPR Crowley
TPR Gilchrist-Lau
TPR Saffin
TPR Wheatley
TPR Mine

Two Bagbys enter, one Babgy leave
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Support Squadron

Support Squadron
Captain J Spiller

Officer Commanding: Major Sarah lljazov
Second in Command: Captain Jessie Spiller
Squadron Sergeant Major: W02 Craig Holdcroft

"SPT SQN started 2017 with an entirely new command team
under MAJ Sarah Mooney. There was no time to storm or
form as SPT SQN deployed to Cultana on Ex PREDATORS
GALLOP within two weeks of unit induction. Ex PREDATORS
GALLOP ran from 18 Feb - 28 Mar 17 and enabled SPT SQN to
create and rehearse tactics, techniques and procedures ahead
of Ex HAMEL 16.

All vehicles remained in Adelaide after Ex PREDATORS
GALLOP 16 whereas most personnel returned home to
Darwin. This necessitated a stay-behind servicing party from
01-14 Mar 16, after an already long exercise. This practice of a
two-week remote servicing party was key to maintaining a
geographically dislocated fleet and would occur twice more in
2016.

•'•*•

M88 crew assisting with repairs on an ASLAV during Ex
HAM EL 16

The SQN returned to Cultana for Ex PREDATORS STRIKE in
May; this opportunity enabled SPT SQN to confirm the
standard operating procedures created in March. There was a
week gap between Ex PREDATORS STRIKE and Ex HAMEL 16
which SPT SQN exploited to remediate unplanned platform
issues. Drake and GDLSA contractors also deployed to Cultana
during this period and contributed significantly to this effort.

SPT SQN participated in ex HAMEL 16 from May - 17 Jul 16;
this certification required the incorporation of numerous
attachments including but not limited to MPs, a medical
treatment team and a tank troop. The SQN numbered 106
personnel and 53 vehicles at one point; this necessitated
splitting into three geographically distinct but interpretational
groups in order to subvert the enemy targeting threshold.

CPL Travis Brook and SGT Karl Reck flying the RAEME flag
during Ex HAMEL 16

After returning from Ex HAMEL 16, some members were
required to fulfil the third servicing team and others
concentrated for deployment to Iraq as part of Task Group
Taji 4 in September. The remaining members continued
routine operations from September until December to ensure
that SPT SQN is able to sustain Regiment operations with
personnel deployed on TGT-4 and the organisational change
to be imposed by CSS CONOPS in Jan 2017."

i 9 * sUr
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Support Sqn B Vehicle experiencing challenging conditions
prior to Ex HAMEL 16
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Exercise KARTIKUBARRA

Lieutenant Michael Martin
an international neighbor.

Selamat Pagi! EX KARTIKUBARRA 2016 saw 1st Brigade deploy
twelve personnel from across the formation to Jakarta,
Indonesia in order to conduct a fourteen-day international
exchange with the Indonesian Armed Forces (TNI).
Representing 1st Armoured Regiment was LT Brad May, LT
Alex Shanahan and LT Mick Martin. It was a unique
opportunity as we spent two weeks touring a number of units
from across Jakarta.

For the majority of the trip we were hosted by 328 Airborne
Infantry Battalion. Located in southern Jakarta, they are one
of nine infantry battalions that comprise the main body of
KOSTRAD's (the Indonesian's 'strategic reserve' organisation)
1st Division. On arrival we were greeted to a martial arts
demonstration by the soldiers of 328 Battalion which involved
glass eating and an acid wash. Not to be outdone by the
locals, LT Shanahan proceeded to show how strong he was by
breaking three of the iron bars which an Indonesian soldier
had struggled to break during the show. To say he was quite
proud of himself is an understatement.
Our next visit was to 278 Yonkav Battalion, 1st Division's
Armoured Cavalry Battalion. Here we had the opportunity to
crawl in and around the TNI's Leopard 2s and Marders.
Pictured is one of the Leopards that have undergone an
Indonesian internal upgrade known as the Revolution
program.

Following a few days in the 1st Division, we travelled to
western Jakarta where we were hosted by 203 Mechanised
Infantry Battalion. This unit differed from the first two as it
was outside of the KOSTRAD command. It was a regular army
battalion and it showcased how important community
involvement is to the everyday life of the Indonesian military.
Luckily for us, 203 also demonstrated the conduct of a
mechanised assault at their urban training facility.
Our final military unit visit was back in KOSTRAD, a newly
raised MLRS Rocket Battalion. This Battalion is one of three
Battalion organisations that make up the 2nd Artillery
Regiment - the 1st Division's Artillery Group. The unit fields
the ASTROS MLRS capability, a platform that was developed
and manufactured in Brazil. Currently the TNI has no guided
rocket capability, but we received a brief that detailed the
development of a precision rocket with a range of 80 kms
which the TNI should acquire this capability within the next
decade. It was capped off by a comment from the Indonesian
Regimental commander, who upon meeting LT May described
him as "very cute".

Outside of our military engagements, we also had the
pleasure of experiencing the Indonesian culture. The street
food was delicious! And day visits to a number of national and
military museums helped us broaden our understanding of
the history of Indonesia since its Proclamation of
Independence in 1945.
In summary, EX KARTIKUBARRA 2016 was an outstanding
experience for all involved. It allowed us to immerse
ourselves in the civil and military culture of the Indonesian
people and allowed us to engage in friendly interaction with
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